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ABSTRACT

In post-accident heat removal applications the use of a lead slab is

being considered for protecting a porous bed of steel shot in ex-vessel cavity

from direct Impingement of molten steel or fuel as released from reactor

vessel following a hypothetical core disassembly accident in an LMFBR. The

porous bed 1s provided to Increase the coolabiHty of the fuel debris by the

sodium coolant. The present study 1s carried out to determine melting rates

of a lead slab of various thicknesses by contact with sodium coolant and to

evaluate the extent of penetration and the mixing rates of molten lead into

liquid sodium by molecular diffusion alone. The study shows that these two

calculations cannot be performed simultaneous without*the use of adaptive

coordinates which cause considerable stretching of the physical coordinates

for mass diffusion. Because of the large difference in densities of these two

liquid metals, the traditional constant density approximation for the calcu-

lation of mass diffusion cannot be used for studying their interdiffusion.

The use of orthogonal collocation method along with adaptive coordinates

produces extremely accurate results which are ascertained by comparing with

the existing analytical solutions for concentration distribution for the case

of constant density approximation and for melting rates for the case of

infinite lead slab. The analysis further shows that the melting rate

progressively 'ncreases as the thickness of lead slab decreases. The nixing

of two liquid metals by molecular diffusion alone 1s extremely slow and the

molten lead 1s likely to stay separated from sodium coolant unless fret

convection mechanisms exist in the sodium. Before any significant mixing

takes place the lead upon melting will sink to the bottom of porous bed and

not participate in removing heat from fuel debris lying on the top of the

porous steel bed.
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INTRODUCTION

In post-accident heat removal (PAHR) considerations following a failure

of pressure vessel in a hypothetical LMFBR core disassembly accident, the

release of molten core debris into ex-vessel cavity 1s of major concern. To

protect the ex-vessel cavity floor from failure numerous designs are under

consideration. In one such consideration, a slab of lead in the range of

10-20 cms in thickness is placed over a porous bed of stainless shots

(provided for improved heat transfer by sodium coolant) lying over the ex-

vessel cavity floor. The slab of lead is expected to protect the porous bed

of stainless shots against direct Impingement of molten steel or fuel as

released from the pressure vessel. Since the ex-vessel cavity is considerably

larger in diameter than the pressure vessel, it 1s expected that sodium

coolant will be in direct contact with the lead slab in the outer (relative to

pressure vessel) part of the ex-vessel cavity. It is therefore of interest to

determine: (1) the rate at which lead will melt upon contact with the pool of

sodium and (2) the rate and the extent of penetration by molecular diffusion

of molten lead into sodium. Molten lead is completely miscible in liquid

sodium; however, because of large density differences, initially the only

mechanism available for mixing of molten lead into sodium coolant is molecular

diffusion or possibly by natural convection in the sodium pool in the presence

of heat sources such as due to a layer of fuel debris lying on the lead

slab. The effect of natural convection in the sodium pool is outside the

subject matter of the present study. In the present study we will merely

evaluate the rate and the extent of mixing molten lead into sodium by

molecular diffusion.

The study of simultaneous molecular diffusion of heat and mass in a

liquid-liquid system especially with large density diffarences such as between
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moHen lead and sodium presents a considerable challenge in view of the

following two considerations: (1) the rate of molecular mass diffusion is

considerably slower than that for heat diffusion and therefore th* extent of

the penetration of mass diffusion at any given time 1s significantly smaller

than that for heat diffusion, and (2) owing to large density difference

between sodium and lead, constant mixture density approximation for mass

diffusion is not valid and therefore an analytical solution though available

for constant density approximation is not applicable to lead-sodium

diffusion. As will be demonstrated, a constant density approximation leads to

a significant error in the solution of mass diffusion problem for the system

under consideration. Consequently, a solution of the problem has to be

pursued numerically. However, because of the above considerations, a solution

by numerical methods presents a considerable challenge. The enormous differ-

ence in the diffusion rates for heat and mass introduces stiffness 1n the

system of ODEs resulting from spatial discretization of the PDEs governing

these two diffusion processes. Therefore finite differencing with respect to

time requires special handling. Significant difference in penetration

distances of heat and mass diffusion results in an extremely poor spatial

resolution for mass diffusion if the same mesh distribution is used in

physical coordinates for calculating simultaneously both of these processes.

Since the width of the field for mass diffusion is considerably smaller

than that for the heat diffusion, the mesh distribution will correspondingly

have to be very closely spaced in the field where computations of ir;ass

diffusion are required. With the conventional methods, the number and the

density of meshes required for the calculation of simultaneous heat and mass

diffusion greatly exceed those that are theoretically necessary for normal

engineering accuracy. To circumvent these difficulties we have devised
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special coordinate system to span the field in which mass diffusion is

important. Coupled with this coordinate system we will utilize a collocation

method with Hermite splines as approximating functions and Gaussian quadrature

points as the collocation points. This method is known (see for example Refs.

[1] and [2]'j for very high accuracy both for moving boundary problems and

problems that contain very sharp variation of dependent variables or shock

fronts.

FORMULATION OF MODEL AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Consider a slab of lead of finite thickness L at room temperature brought

suddenly into contact wfth hot liquid sodium pool of very large height. The

initial temperature of sodium is such that upon contact, lead begins to melt

immediately. The molten lead which is completely misdble in all proportions

in sodium liquid, begins to diffuse into sodium and sodium Into molten lead.

However, the mass diffusion process 1s considerably slower than the melting

rate of lead, therefore, at all times ample molten lead is available for

diffusion. The lower side of lead is in contact with a porous bed with

porosity exceeding 50% and is filled with gases. For simplicity in modeling

the lower side of the slab has been assumed to have negligible cooling. Both

lead and sodium extend sufficiently far enough laterally such that heat and

mass transfer can be assumed to be one-dimensional through the thicknesses of

these materials. Figure 1 shows schematically the geometry of the above

system. Although for better physical appeal the discussion 1s centered around

the sodium-lead system, however, the succeeding treatment of this physical

problem is sufficiently general to have applicability to a wide variety of

heat and mass diffusion problems with similar characteristics.
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The physical coordinate x is placed at the interface between lead and

soc'ium as shown in Fig. 1. This figure also shows schematically temperature

and concentration distributions following contact at x = 0. The melt

interface between solid and molten lead is located at x = 6(t). The equations

governing one-dimensional heat and mass diffusion and the motion of molten

interface are given as

3T 3£T

» = aI7

TE" " 3x *-p 3X-

d6 ,, 3T
Ks 3x • K

3T

Mlx

(1)

(2)

(3)

with boundary conditions as

= 0 (4)

T ( 6 , t ) = T. (5)

T (0+, t) = T«T, t) (6)

3T
= K.

3T
"3T

(7)

T ( - , t ) » T (3)

C(« , t ) = 1 (9)
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C(0+, t) = C(0", t) (10)

D M ax |0+ (in

C (— ,t) = 0 (12)

and initial conditions as

T(x.O) = TQf C(x,0) = 1 for x > 0 (13)

T(x,0) = T ^ C(x,O) = 0 for x < 0 (14)

S(0) = 0 (15)

Density, p of the mixture occurring 1n equation (2) 1s related to densities P M

and pm of pure lead and sodium through

" (16a)

M

The above expression clearly shows that if p^ and pM were nearly equal then

the mixture density p will be nearly constant, however, p M » 13 pN, implying

that the mixture density p cannot be assumed constant. As will be

demonstrated subsequently, the usual assumption of constant p in solving mass

diffusion problem leads to significant errors in the calculation of

concentration C from equation (2). Further, we notice that for liquids a/D -»

104 - 105, this implies that the boundary layer (or penetration) thickness

(which varies as square root of diffusivity and Is a measure of the extent of
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diffusion) for mass diffusion, Lg 1s atleast 10"2 times smaller than the

boundary layer thickness for heat diffusion, La. Furthermore, 6 - /3J^ (for

an Infinite lead slab), 1t then follows that (LQ/6) ~ 10"2. This discussion

implies that the thickness of the molten region is always about two order of

magnitude greater than mass diffusion boundary layer thickness. Consequently

boundary conditions (9) need not be applied at x = 5. As will be seen

subsequently, the penetration thickness for mass diffusion is on the order of

millimeters over the time span of Interest. Thus, for all practical purposes

boundary conditions (9) can be modified to read as

C(-,t) = 1 (16b)

It follows from the previous discussion that field width of Interest for

the calculation of mass concentration Is considerably smaller than that for

the heat diffusion. Furthermore boundary conditions (16b) and (12) imply that

for all practical purposes both molten lead and sodium can be considered to be

a media .. infinite thicknesses for the purpose of calculating mass concentra-

tion. In writing equations (1) and (2) we have Implicitly assumed that

properties are constant i.e. independent of temperature or concentration

field. As will be seen subsequently, the penetration thickness of the con-

centration both in lead and sodium is extremely small compared to the field

width for heat diffusion, thus for all practical purposes mass diffusion is

confined in the neighborhood of interface between sodium and lead. It then

follows that the properties of the two media for heat diffusion are

independent of concentration over almost all the field width. Similarily it

follows diffusion coefficients for these media are also Independent of

temperature fields. It also follows that the mesh distribution in physical
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coordinates 1s not suitable for the calculation of concentration as it must be

adaptive to account for extreme narrowness of the field width for the

concentration. In other words, we must stretch the field width by using a

coordinate transformations of the form:

Lead: nc = 1 + exp (-XM x/L) (17a)

Sodium: \ = 3 -exp (xM x/L) (17b)

where xM » 1 and XN » 1 are the stretching parameters. These parameters

allow us to stretch the widths to any 1es1red degree. Furthermore, meshes

with these transformations' are much more closely spaced in the neighborhood of

interface where the variation of concentration 1s the sharpest. Clearly these

transformations transform an infinite domain 1n physical coordinates into a

finite domain in the transformed coordinates.

In order to track the moving melt Interface, it 1s convenient to

introduce the following coordinate transformations:

Solid lead (region #1):

for a slab of finite thickness,

n = —,—-— , A = 6/L (18a)

for a slab of infinite thickness,

n = exp [-8S (£ - A)] (18b)
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Molten lead (region #2):

n - 2 - ^=- (19)

Sodium coolant

n = 3 - exp(3N x/L) (20)

The transformation (18) allows the transformed coordinate n to vary from 0 to

1 in the solid lead region both for finite and infinite slabs. The transfor-

mation (19) for molten lead allows n to vary between 1 and 2. The transforma-

tion (20) for sodium allows n to vary between 2 and 3. The boundaries of

these coordinates are shown in Fig. 1. In these transformed coordinates, the

melt interface always H e s at n - 1 and consequently appears immobilized in

these coordinates. We may note that transformations (17) for the concen-

tration also vary from 1 to 2 in molten lead region and from 2 to 3 in

sodium. By maintaining these boundary values of the transformed coordinates,

we can use the same mesh distributions for concentration in transformed

coordinates as used for heat diffusion in molten lead and sodium,

respectively. This in turn will allow us to use the same set of approximating

functions for tjoth heat and mass diffusion.

Using transformations (17) through (20) in equations (1) through (12) and

(16b) gives:
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Solid lead:

f in i te slab,

Tr
A a* ( a c / a M^ a
A 09 , 5 M 3 (21a)

89
3 n n=0

9(1.T) =

infinite

= 0

1

slab.

(21b)

(21c)

(22a)

(22b)

•d , t ) = 1 (22c)

Molten lead:

. A 3f . 1 3'f
7an

(23a)

¥ ( 1 , T ) = 1 (23b)

" , T ) = 9{2+ ,T) (24)

= x2
M (n - 1) <J?) [YP (n - 1) - 1) i-J] (25a)

3n
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W(1,T) = 1

U(2".T) = C(2 +,T)

Sodium:

A "Sn"
n - 2

8 !£l
6N an

L .

8(3, T) = 0

- 3)

DM XM "Sn
3C

n=2"

C(3,T) = 0

(25b)

(25c)

3n

(26a)

(26b)

(26c)

(27a)

(27b)

(27c)

Here, in mass diffusion equations (25a) and (27a) we have omitted the use of

subscript c on n with a view to using the mesh distribution both n and nc.

Melt interface:

finite lead slab,

(28a)|
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1nfin1te lead slab,

(28b)

COLLOCATION METHOD

We shall seek an approximate solution of equations (21 - 28} by a

collocation method, using cubic Henrrfte spline basis functions as approxi-

mating functions 1n the spatial variable n for F(TI,T) (where F denotes a

dependent variable). More specifically, let the interval [p-l,p] pertaining

to a pth region (1 < p < 3) be divided by a set of points, called break points

as

p-1 = n, < n? < ... < n.+1 = p, h
1 "2 Z+l '1 " n1 " ni-l

A convenient basis for generating Hermite splines is the set

{V. (n), Sf (fi)}**} where

n -
1 -

G otherwise

1 + 2
'1+1

for n^j < n < ni

for n.j < n (29a)
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Sf(n) =

n i- if . /'• - n i- i f for n.| < < n < n*

for n̂  < n < (29b)

0 otherwise

I t 1s assumed that the function Vj(n) and Si(n) vanish to the le f t of nj and

functions V^+jtn) and SA+1(n) vanish to the right of n£ + i . In addition, we

note the following properties of the basis functions:

1. Each V.j{n) and S (̂n) Is continuous together with i ts derivative in the

domain [p- l ,p] with degree of smoothness, v = 2.

2. Each Vj and Sj Is a cubic ( i . e . , order k • 4) polynomial in each

subinterval, and they vanish outside the interval

3. J = o
= 0
— <5.

In terms of these basis functions, a dependent variable F(n,t) can be

approximated as

F(n,r) = I CF.(x)V.(n) + F:(T)S.(n)3
1=1 1 ] 1 1

(30a)

where the coefficients of expansion Fj ( T ) , F\ (T) , as follows from property

3 of Hermite splines, are respectively the unknown values of the function

F(n,t) and its spatial derivative at the break point T^ with 1 < 1 < i + 1;
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i.e., F ^ T ) = F(r\it-z), FI[T) = F'(n^,T). . In view of property 2 of these

splines, expansion (30a) becomes

j+l
F(n,x) • I [ F ^ T ) Vj(n) + FJ(T) S^n)] for ne(nj, n J + 1)

1 —J

with 1 < j < l (30b)

The use of expansion (30) In equations (21 - 28) gives, respectively,

for finite slab,

^ [ ^ ^ ] = - -J-4-J n1 t'fn1) + — ^ — g - •"(n1) (31a)

*J = 0 (31b)

•£+1 - 0 (31c)

for infinite slab,

I [h V.fn1) + $i S.d,1)] = - e-n1 A ̂ (n 1 )

+ 8^ n1 [^(n1) + n ^'(n1)] (32a)

(32b)

- 0 (32c)
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1-j
+ *y - (2 - n2) £

y»(n
2 ) {33a)

(33b)

Vl (33c)

x2 (n2 - 1) (n2 - 1) (V(n2) ]2

(34a)

to. = 0 (34b)

(34c)

i'=j
+ ej = g 2 ( n 3 _ 3 ) ( V j 6 l ( n 3 } + ( n 3 _ 3 ) e « ( n 3 j j

(35a)

* i + l " (KN /KM } (35b)

(35c)

i"=j
- 3) (JL) - 3) C C ' ( n 3 ) ] 2

C'{n 3 ) + ( n 3 - 3) C ! 1 (n 3 )} (36a)
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M A M
i' t - (/) A t\ = 0 (36b)

tl+1 =0 (36c)

f in i te lead slab,

/ %/ it/ \

- M
A

 S T'] . (37a)

inf ini te lead slab,

iL-LfM (37b)

Here np denotes n pertaining to pth region (1 < p < 3) and

F'(np) = I [F, Vl(np) + Fl Sl(np)] (38a)
1=j 1 * 1 1

F"(np) = JI [Fj Vf"(n
p) •+ F; S^'(np)] (38b)

which holds for npe(n?, n?+,) with 1 < j < z and 1 < p < 3. For later

convenience in obtaining a solution, we have taken the time derivative of the

boundary condition after using expansion (30) 1n them.

Each of these equation sets (31 - 36) contain Np = 2 U p + 1) with

1 < p < 3 unknown coefficients of expansion. The two boundary conditions

associated with each set naturally allow us to determine two coefficients.

The remaining unknown coefficient equal to 2ip in each set are
 J?termined by

evaluating or collocating these PDEs at 2ap collocation points 1n each
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region. According to approximation theory [3,4] optimum collocation points

for Hermite splines as the approximating functions, are the Gauss-Legendre

quadrature points of order 2 for each Interval:

tf + $ 0 + < " " ^ % ^ 1 < j < l 1 < q < 2
(39)

The evaluation of each of the PDEs in the set (31 - 36) at the above mentioned

collocation points leads to a set of ODEs. These equations when combined with

their boundary conditions and equation (37) for melt interface give the

following set of ODEs written compactly as

A(Y,t)t = 6(Y,T) (40)

where Y is an 5Np + 1 (1 < p < 3) dimensional vector of 5Np unknown

coefficients and the position of melt Interface. By virtue of the local or

piecewise basis of the approximating functions, the coefficient matrix A ( Y , T )

is banded matrix of bandwidth equal to 2(2k-l) + 1 .

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The solution of equation (40) 1s obtained by the standard library routine

LSODI [5]. It solves the Initial value problem with banded coefficient matrix

by using Gear's so-called backward multistep differentiation formulas suitable

for stiff system. The size of time step 1s controlled automatically by

specified error tolerance for the integrator.

For the system of equations (31 - 37) it is clear that at time T = 0, the

system is singular, consequently we must provide a starting solution which is

approximately valid in the neighborhood of T = 0. One can readily observe

that finite lead slab behaves like an infinite slab during the short time
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after i t is brought Into contact with the sodium pool. Consequently one can

use an analytical solution available [6] for describing temperature profiles

and the position of the melt interface subsequent to contact between two

inf ini te slabs In i t ia l ly at uniform but different temperatures. This solution

is given as

1 - $• <x,t) » *. + — erfc (—*—.) Ula)
0 f ( / j ^ p /5-f

(41b)

MM y

e . _ O erfc (- —i_ ) (41c)
K / ^ KN/a^ erf(u) 2 ^ ^

(41d)

exp [-(aM/ct-)p
2]

erf(u) KM/aT erfc
( 4 1 e )

The starting solution for concentration is provided by analytical solution

obtained by assuming y = 0 i .e. constant mixture density and is given as

a, = 1 2 erfc (—i—) (42a)

erfc ( *—) (42b)

The above solution is significantly different (as will be demonstrated

subsequently) from the solution for the case of variable mixture density with
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widely different densities. However, the numerical solution of equations (25)

and (27) converges asymptotically to the "true" solution which does not depend

on the starting solution. This is an expected behavior of this class of

problems relating to Infinite media.

RESULTS

Assuming the lead slab to consist of Infinite thickness F1g. Z shows a

comparison between the analytical and calculated solution obtained by colloca-

tion method for temperature profile. The two solutions agree extremely well

with no discernable difference between them. Figure 3 shows the position of

the melt interface as a function of time for L •»> «, L * 0.2 m and L * 0.1 n.

The comparison of the calculated solution for case of L + « agree again with

the analytical solution with no discernable difference between the two. For •

cases L = 0.2 m and L = .0.1 m, the calculated solutions as expected agree well

for short times with analytical solution for the case of L + ». After the

temperature boundary layer penetrates the thickness of the lead slab, I.e. as

the whole thickness of the solid lead begins to heat up, melt interfaces for

these two cases begin to move significantly faster than the melt interface for

the case L + ». As expected for the melt rate for L = 0.2 m is slower than

that for L = 0.1 m.

Figure 4 shows a plot of concentration profiles as a function of position

bith for the cases of constant and variable mixture densities. This figure

clearly shows that a significant difference exists between the two profiles,

implying that 1t would not be valid without Incurring significant error to use

constant density approximation for Pb-Ma liquid-liquid system. In this figure

we have also compared analytical solution with the calculated solution for the

case of constant density approximation. These solutions are in excellent
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agreement. One may, however, note that the penetration thickness for bo.th the

variable and the constant cases are nearly identical. By comparison of Fig. 2

with Fig. 4, one can conclude very readily that penetration thickness for

interdiffusing liquids \r. extremely small as compared to that for temperature.

It is thus clear that the computations for mass diffusion 1n liquids requires

the use of very special adaptive coordinates which must cause significant

stretching of the physical coordinates.

Figure 5 display the effect of the variation of Y on concentration

profiles. As expected with decrease in the value of Y» the divergence between

the concentration profiles decreases very rapidly. For y < 0.5 x 10"3 m3/kg,

this figure shows that the constant density approximation 1s a reasonably

valid approximation for the calculation of concentration profiles for

diffusion in liquids.

We have also studied the effect of a difference in diffusion coefficients

for the two interdiffusing liquids. This difference can arise 1f the

diffusion coefficients were allowed to expend on concentration and

temperature. Figure 6 shows plots of concentration profiles for various

values of diffusion coefficients for sodium. The value for the lead is kept

fixed at Its calculated nominal value, "s expected, penetration thickness in

sodium Increases with increasing diffusion coefficient, however, these

increases are still very modest, even when the diffusion coefficient 1n sodium

is increased by 10 fold. It would then appear that I1qu1d-I1qu1d diffusion

cannot be relied upon to cause any significant mixing between lead and

sodium. The two liquid metals will stay separated unless some connective

mechanism for mass transport 1s brought into play. It 1s thus clear before

any significant mixing takes place, lead will sink to the bottom of the steel

shot bed upon complete melting, and will not participate to any significant



extent in removing heat by natural convection from the fuel debris lying on

the top of the steel shot bed.

CONCLUSIONS

Simultaneous calculations of mass and heat transfer in a liquid-liquid

system cannot be carried out in physical coordinates without using a number of

meshes that far exceeds the number that is theoretically necessary for normal

engineering accuracy. The introduction of the adaptive coordinates which

cause considerable stretching of the physical coordinates, allows the calcu-

lation of mass diffusion simultaneous with the heat diffusion and phase

change. A comparison of the calculated results with analytical solutions for

heat diffusion and melt interface position for the case of infinite lead slab

show an excellent agreement. The calculation of the melt interface show that

rates of melting increase significantly with decreasing thickness of lead.

For the case of constant mixture density, the analytical solution for

concentration profile agrees extremely well with the calculated results.

The calculations for concentration profiles show that constant density

approximation is not a valid approximation for liquid-liquid diffusion 1n a

binary system such as lead and sodium which have exceedingly different

densities. Liquid-liquid mass diffusion is an extremely poor mechanism for

causing mixing of one liquid into another and therefore cannot be relied upon

without some convective mechanism to achieve any degree of mixing between lead

and sodium 1n PAHR applications.
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NOMENCLATURE

A = coefficient matrix in equation (40)

C = mars concentration of lead in sodium-lead mixture

D = diffusion coefficient

F = dependent variable or function

G - right-hand side of equation (40)

AH = latent heat of fusion

K = thermal conductivity

k = order of Hermite splines

L = thickness of lead slab

£.p = number of intervals in pth region

N p = number of unknown coefficients for a given PDE in a pth region

T = temperature

To = i n i t i a l temperature of lead slab

1ft - melt ing temperature for lead

T m = in i t ia l temperature of sodium coolant

t = time

x = physical coordinate as shown in Fig. 1

Y = unknown vector of coefficients of expansion and melt interface
position used in equation (40)

a = thermal diffusivity

5 = stretching or contraction parameter for coordinate transformation

6 - <S/L, nondimensionai position of melt Interface

6 - position of melt interface

So = position of melt interface for the case of infinite lead slab

n = nondimensionai coordinate for heat diffusion

nc = nondimensionai coordinate for mass diffusion
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8 = (T - T,»)/(TM - T j , nondimensionai temperature for liquid sodium

u = proportionality parameter for melt interface position

P = density of mixture of lead and sodium

P M = density of pure molten lead

Pft = density of pure sodium coolant

a 1 = P05^*011 °f Gauss-Legendre qyadrature point of order q used as
J>q a collocation point In jth interval and pth region

, nondimensionai time

= (T - T^J/du - T^), nondimensionai temperature for solid lead

<j>0 = (T - T^J/fT^ - T^), I n i t i a l nondimensionai temperature for sol id lead

f = (T - TJ / (T M - T J , nondimensionai temperature for molten lead

(D = mass concentration for lead in lead-sodium mixture in the moTten
lead region (see Fig. 1)

Subscripts

M = molten lead

N - sodium coolant

p = pth region, 1 < p < 3

S = solid lead



REGION NUMBER
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LEAD
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COOLANT

TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION

t\ =3-exp(XMX/L)
'C N
CONCENTRATION
DISTRIBUTION OF
MOLTEN LEAD

(FINITE)
77=(l-X/L)/(I-8/L)

(INFINITE)

i)c=l+exp(-XMX/L)

Fig. 1. Schematic of lead melting and diffusion in sodiun
•following their contact.
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Fig. 3. The position of melt interfaces as a function of time for
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